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MOUNTAIN HOME, Maine (AP) - A base court and a service court do not agree on consequences in a case involving convicted murderer, George K. J. A, 27, of 310 W. 4th St., New York City, who is serving a 50-year term in the state prison there. The base court sentenced him to 15 years in prison, while the service court sentenced him to 10 years. The service court's decision is being appealed.

Shaft Enemies May Get Plan Before Court

DEERFIIELD, N.H. (AP) - The Federal Bureau of Investigation has completed an investigation into the activities of a group of individuals who are suspected of operating a criminal syndicate in the New England area. The investigation has been ongoing for several months and has involved the use of undercover agents as well as surveillance and wiretapping.

Liquor Check Reveals No Law Breach

DES MOINES (AP) - A janitor at a hospital here has been found to be selling alcohol without a license. The janitor, who has been working at the hospital for several years, has been selling alcohol to hospital staff and visitors.

Move Starts To Abolish Death Rule

BOSTON, Mass. (AP) - A bill has been introduced in the state legislature that would abolish the death penalty. The bill, sponsored by a Democrat, has been met with opposition from some members of the legislature, who argue that the death penalty is necessary to deter crime.

Drastic ROTC Shakeup Proposed by Pentagon

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Pentagon has proposed a shakeup of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program in an effort to increase diversity and reduce costs. The changes include a reduction in the number of ROTC programs, a shift to online education, and a focus on minority recruitment.

College Profes Survey Sex 'OH WELL'...

WASHINGTON (AP) - A survey of college professors has found that the majority of professors believe that the concept of sexual assault is not well understood. The survey, conducted by the American Council on Education, found that 72% of respondents said they believe that the concept of sexual assault is not well understood. The survey also found that 44% of respondents said they believe that the concept of sexual assault is not well understood.

Canada, U.S. On Defense Plan

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The United States and Canada have agreed on a new defense plan. The plan includes the deployment of a new missile defense system and the increase in military spending.

McNamara - 650 Bombers, 344 Missiles Ready Now

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Defense Secretary Robert McNamara announced today that the United States is ready to deploy 650 manned and unmanned bombers and 344 missiles as part of the new defense plan. The deployment is part of a larger effort to increase military spending and combat the threat of nuclear war.

Imples Hope for Allies To Force France in Line

WASHINGTON - The United States has offered to help France in its military conflict. The offer comes as France faces a growing threat from neighboring countries, including Germany and Russia.

Warm Trend Forecast Here For Today

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has issued a forecast for today, predicting a warm trend in many parts of the country.

Brubeck Quartet Selected by SU! In Poll Last Year

The SU! student body has selected the Dave Brubeck Quartet as the winner of the SU! Musical Event of the Year, based on a poll conducted last year.
The Ashes of Triumph

In his press conference of Jan. 16 before he had become President, Mr. de Gaulle stressed the importance of the Common Market, French President Charles de Gaulle said, "The position is to have in Europe the German at our own pace, the French at our own pace... within a state that is truly common, to get on top of our enemies, consider as well and end the connection the community has made with (European Free Trade Association partners). That is the one at issue... Otherwise, Berlusconi can answer it.*" Developmentists in the hot few days point up clearly that this question is not the only question at issue and the De Gaulle has no activities of letting anyone but himself answer the questions.

The big question that goes beyond any one nation's entrance into the Common Market involves the future of the Atlantic Alliance. De Gaulle, who has often been alone but right, now seems to be alone and completely wrong. His demonstration to the French a week before the European Parliament's dominant power in Europe has clearly shaken the public and military foundations of the Western Alliance. It is doubtful that he can reshape the Alliance he dreams of with (France at the rim), but it seems ever-doubtful that he'll accept a compromise which would help save the Atlantic Alliance in the near future.

The latest move is a grand diplomatic triumph for the French President, but the danger now is to take too much of it. It may appear that the French-Friendly leadership was, which would be the basis for Franco-German dominance of the Common Market, might be hit by the Roule Parliament when it comes up for ratification.

De Gaulle sees his role as guiding the process of selecting or the Soviets - to shoot

New York Herald Tribune

---

Frightening Gap Separates Scientists from Lay Public

By JEFFREY FRIEDMAN

A pay exists between the scientist and the lay reader which is like the pay that exists between the poet and the lay reader. Americans are being denied for this pay, America may be losing for this pay. The pay is a product to be sold to awash of universities, journalists and scientists, the pay is to be sold to the Soviets - to shoot
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Youngsters Enjoy Activities at Cooperative Pre-School

Geel I Wish...
Catherine Arnott pauses to daydream while drawing with crayons. Perhaps she is thinking of the fun she'll have in the snow as soon as the day's session of preschool is over.

Art Work
Karen Kunkle exercizes her talents with a brush, one of the favorite exercises of the preschoolers.

Parents Maintain Building, Equipment, Assist in Conduct of School Sessions

Parents Fix Toys
Painting dolls during a parents' workshop are, from left, Fran Howren, Helen Rand and Carol Howren. The children experiment with various color combinations and creative designs.

Sewing for Real
Lori Lemmon, right, turns her hand at sewing as helper Mother, Mrs. Robert Howren, in streets Catherine Arnott how to put the results and thread through the holes in the card-board. Parents participate regularly in school activities.

Preparation for a Pie
Extravagant cake and pie dough in the pre-school's own kitchen. Mother of St. Mary and its children will make the pie and bake it for the opening of the new school year.

Groceries and More Groceries
Alice McConnell receives a supply of groceries from stockkeeper Bobbi Jo Fricansworth. Preschoolers help keep their classroom, the children's room, and the play area sparkling clean.

By JACQUELINE WILSON

The Parents Cooperative Preschool, 104 E. Market, is the subject of this feature as the members of the parents cooperative in attendance at the Parents Cooperative Preschool, 104 E. Market, Iowa City.

The cooperative is a non-profit organization of dedicated parents and teachers who work together to provide a child-centered program for children ages 3-5. The school is open Monday through Friday, 9:00-11:30 AM and 1:00-3:30 PM, and is run by a volunteer committee of parents and teachers.

Parents are actively involved in the day-to-day operations of the school, serving on the board of directors, assisting in the classrooms, and contributing to the financial support of the school through volunteer work and fundraising activities.

The school is open to children of all ages, and offers a variety of activities including arts and crafts, music, and outdoor play. The school's mission is to provide a nurturing, safe, and stimulating environment for children to learn and grow.

The Parents Cooperative Preschool is a great example of how parents and teachers can come together to create a high-quality, affordable preschool program for young children.
Sugar Iowa

Jumping Ability Pride
Of Loyola's Ramblers

BY ERIC DECKER
Sports Editor

Who knew the veteran center of Loyola's basketball team had the explosion of a 100-yard dasher?

Dick Smith, the Iowan who is setting the tempo of the basketball team, is the most explosive man on the team. As far as an athletic standpoint is concerned, Dick Smith, 6 feet 7 inches, 250 pounds, is practically unapproachable.

Dick usually starts out running. Dick begins his move before he receives the ball. Dick has a very short step, and he usually gets past his defensive man before his ears hit the hash mark. Dick likes to run the open pass. He knows the defense will not be able to stop him if he gets past one man.

Dick is an explosive move when he runs the open pass. He knows the defense will not be able to stop him if he gets past one man.

February Big Sports Month

February, award month, is the biggest showcase of boys' and girls' sports. With its many talented athletes, February is the month when many of Loyola's stars and lesser lights jammed to the brim.

February is also the month when NCAA college basketball is in full swing, and all who ever played on three NCAA championship teams in a row, All-Corning boys, as well as a great risk - AP Wirephoto

Don Drysdale was the nation's No. 1 team and年产他真识，所以要一气呵成。
He Usually Weighs 150 —

**Toughest Job for Parker: Battling Old Man Weight**

The 1963 season proved to be a banner year for Minnesota's Big Ten champion wrestler, and his home town took notice. For the first time in his career, he weighed in at 150 pounds for the season opener against Washington on September 2. He was unable to wrestle at 126 pounds in the dual meet that followed, and this proved to be a problem for him in his early matches.

He entered the weight class at 150 pounds, or to wrestle at the 150-lb. class, to have to be down to some 150 pounds," he explained. So the problem has been to weigh to his diet so as to be more of a high school wrestler and be able to compete with wrestling-heavy methods commonly among wrestlers.

The 150-lb. weight class is desirable for a perfect wrestler, and Parker admitted that he was more of a high school wrestler. In the dual meet with the Fighting Irish, he weighed in at 150 pounds.

"In the dual meet with the Fighting Irish, he weighed in at 150 pounds. He was able to wrestle at 126 pounds in the dual meet that followed, and this proved to be a problem for him in his early matches." Parker developed a wacky way to a 200-pound weight to defend his title. But he explains, "I don't care if I weigh 200 pounds to defend my title.

"I think we have the greatest chance to make good in our weight class. Prior to the conference meet, Parker had compiled a 16 dual meet record.

Parker may have an even bigger challenge to come. March 16th, Saturday, there will be a 150-pound division to defend his title. It's the weight challenge again, and he has met in at least seven meets.

Despite defeats by the powerful Oklahoma, Parker feels that he has a good chance to defend his Big Ten title. "Last year we had some close meets and the same will be true in our final six. We have four meets at Northwestern, Michigan State and Illinois and one with Ohio State," Parker said.

"We're not sure about the记录. We have some teams which will help us to win the Big Ten title and a regular job but I do not care if I weigh 200 pounds to defend my title. We have some teams which will help us to win the Big Ten title and a regular job but I do not care if I weigh 200 pounds to defend my title."

"The Field House will be the site of some important high school events in the future. The state track meet will be held there on April 21 and the state wrestling tournament will be there on April 22."
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Explorer I, SUI-Made Geiger Tube To Celebrate Fifth Birthday Today

America's first earth satellite, Explorer I, five years old today. It ushered the United States into the space race June 1, 1958, from Cape Canaveral, Fla.

The dioxide, 20-pound, which did much to beke the satellite's career in the face of dismissive Soviet skepticism in 1957, continues a solitary, long-distance Geiger tube from Iowa.

The instrument, a product of the Department of Physics and Astronomy at SUI, aided the initial work of placing the breakers in an ionizing rain in space. The technician behind the tiny experiment was Dr. Robert Proctor of the Department of Astronomy.

Dr. Proctor, who headed the Dr. Proctor's group, was recognized as the first to develop a sensitive tube for detecting cosmic rays. He is a member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and the American Physical Society.

Since January, 1956, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral. Proctor has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral.

The tube is a part of the Explorer I satellite, which is still orbiting the earth. Proctor's group has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral.

Since January, 1956, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral. Proctor has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral.

The tube is a part of the Explorer I satellite, which is still orbiting the earth. Proctor's group has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral.

Since January, 1956, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral. Proctor has been monitoring the tube's performance from Cape Canaveral.
France.

A new cold wave swept across

France, Tuesday, leaving cars in the laps of drivers in every major city, according to reports from Paris. The weather turned frigid, with temperatures dropping to below freezing in many areas. The cold front, which originated in Siberia, moved swiftly across the country, causing chaos for many drivers. The French government declared a state of emergency in several regions, calling for immediate action to prevent accidents and ensure the safety of citizens. The wave also affected transportation, with delays reported on major roads and airports.

Macmillan Still Hopeful—

Britain, Allies Fight Veto

LONDON (AP) — Prime Minister Harold Macmillan’s government expressed optimism Wednesday in predicting Britain’s European Common Market bid would succeed. The minister said the negotiations would continue, and that Britain would try to reach an agreement as soon as possible. The government also announced plans to strengthen the economy, with the aim of reducing the budget deficit and increasing employment. However, the bid was met with resistance from some European countries, including France, which threatened to veto the proposal. The British government was confident in its ability to negotiate a favorable deal, and hoped to secure a mandate from the European Council later in the month.

New Storms Hit Europe

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — The world-renowned British and American film industry faced another major challenge on Saturday, as new storms hit Europe. The storms, which originated in the Mediterranean Sea, moved rapidly across the continent, causing widespread damage and disruption. The British government announced plans to coordinate a relief effort, and called for international assistance to aid the affected countries. The storms caused significant flooding in many areas, with reports of up to 50 centimeters of rainfall in some regions. The disaster also affected transportation, with roads and airports closed in many areas. The British government urged citizens to stay safe and avoid unnecessary travel.
Cops Flee from Bandit, Sustained in Michigan

POTEAU (UPI) - Suburban Lagos police were forced to flee for safety Thursday when a man who pulled the trigger at a robbery said Wednesday night was opened by bank messenger easier in many ways to the back door, present dispute between Moscow and Russia.

The union is a third. But The law president is to water. . . .

The task of any constitutional convention is a major issue to be taken up later in the session, this group announced Thursday.

In New York City, Supreme Court Justice B. R. S. D. D. L. B. H. decisions have been declared in the matter. Other newspaper publishers are now turning their attention to the growing problem of crime in the city.

The church is not. The press doesn't want the word that a powerful weapon is lacking. Publicly, they're working for the sponsor's bill, because they're working on the stories of the day.

The News

Bruce, Hewitt turned around to the back. Church is one. The press has seen.

The News

Los Angeles Times The story was based on a trip made during the summer by a special Cuba mission at the urging of President Castro, who has been visiting the island频繁. The trip was to give Castro a firsthand look at the American economy and to show him the possibility of a more peaceful coexistence between the two nations.

LONDON (UPI) - Business in Britain as usual. There was an announcement Wednesday that the American government will be sending a delegation to the British government to discuss the situation in the Middle East.
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